
BEING A GOOD OFFICIAL IS ALL ABOUT ATTITUDE 

 

 

 
HANDLING SPORTSMANSHIP PROBLEMS 

 

1. Know what your role is: 

 a)  Know the rules 

 b)  Maintain confidence and poise - You are in charge 

 c)  Never exhibit emotion or anger when talking to a player or coach 

 d)  Accept your role in an unassuming manner 

 

2. Know what sportsmanship is: 

 a)  Read page 72 Rule 5 and page73 Rule 8 in this year's Rules Book. 

 b)  Understand that "athletics and its companion, competition, may be the last             

stronghold of discipline in our society". 

 c)  Understand that you are a member of a group who is accountable for    

teaching sportsmanship. 

 d)  It is imperative that coaches, players and officials make an extra effort to 

model the type of behavior that illustrates the educational values of 

interscholastic athletics in general and football in particular. 

 

3. Some hints: 

 a)  Get with the player or coach you need to communicate with.  Do not stand 

off to the side and raise your voice. Be unassuming. 

 b)  Address them as you want to be addressed. 

 c)  Say only what needs to be said then get away. 

 d)  First, be friendly – next, be forceful.  Some players' actions do not deserve 

helpful persuasion.  A flag may be warranted. 

 e)  Be consistent. 

 f)  Do not leave it to your buddy, unless you know he is better at this sort of 

thing than you are. 

 g)  Do not expect to get in the last word - in a pissing contest no one wins.  You 

  are not out there to win an argument but rather to change a behavior. 

 h)  Work as a crew - everyone should be on the same page.  Do not tolerate        

arrogance or self-importance.  Behavior can be changed.  Work on it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GRAY AREAS OF CONDUCT AND PERSONAL  FOULS 

 

1. Flag the obvious - but do not have a hair trigger. 

 

2. For possible disqualifying fouls make it BIG !!!  It must be a HOMERUN to 

disqualify a player or coach.  If need be communicate with a fellow official. 

 

3.   If in doubt, caution the player, flag the next instance.  Do not constantly give 

 warnings. 

 

4. Smart-alecks always want the last word.  Do not worry about it unless it is 

vulgar or questions your integrity or your buddies' integrity. 

 

5. Set the tone early - let them know who is in charge - be consistent - 

communicate and most of your problems will disappear. 

 

6. Do what needs to be done.  Do not worry about next year or next week. 

 

7.   People pay to see a good game not the officials.  The school is paying you  to 

keep  the game safe and fair.  Earn your fee - make it as good a game as 

possible. 

 

8. If you are not satisfied with how a game goes, talk about it in your post-game 

 debriefing.  Accept suggestions from others.  Give others good advice.   

 

9. Find your technique, just remember it changes from game to game and year 

to year.  If you work at this you will get better at it.  If you just let it slide you 

will never improve. 
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